
15 July 2015 

Beloved fellow Jesuits and collaborators and beloved pilgrims: 

I wish to express my closeness and affection at the beginning of the First Anniversary of the Ignatian 

Way, an occasion which refers to us the deep experience of Saint Ignasi (Ignatius) of Loiola in his day, 

that man of his era who knew how to connect with The Spirit and knew how to let himself be carried 

by Him to convert himself in a man of all times. 

To boost the value of the pilgrimage, individually or in groups, is one of the objectives of the Ignatian 

Way. Without a doubt, to commit oneself in a pilgrimage is something that deeply marks the person: 

un pilgrim learns to discover that which is essential in his or her life and in the reality that evolves 

him or her, forges an interior project difficult to accomplish in ordinary daily existence, practices how 

to live simply and in contact with nature, rediscovers the value of friendship and of dialogue that 

sprouts from the heart’s intimacy. 

The Ignatian Way, snaking through Spain and pausing in six sanctuaries of endearing value for the 

ecclesiastical tradition, has to be a meditation to be always nearer to God and to increase the 

experience of Love as the source of everything good. We can’t forget that the origin of all pilgrimages 

is found in the roots of our faith: we walk day to day in the promise of our God. The mystic aspect of 

the pilgrimage brings us closer to the divine essence, when along the way one experiences that 

inside and out of everyone grows the hidden seed of the Kingdom and the presence of God. 

In this Jubilee Year that is inaugurated, I ask the Lord that the pilgrims experience that confirmation 

of Saint Ignatius in the Storta Chapel, upon his arrival in Rome: that they feel always on the way, 

builders of the Kingdom and chosen, from hope, to love and serve in all. In many cases that would 

suppose a decision to change desires and to change projects, a precious adventure that invites one 

to leave their personal interest. The pilgrim, when contemplating the sky and earth, recovers the 

width of horizons, discovers that it is important not to be distracted by places in passing but to know 

just where they are going, without fear to leave behind many things and to walk equipped lightly. 

As the first stepping stone toward the light emanating from God, I also ask that amongst the tough 

circumstances of our world, injured by violence and divisions of all types, one of the fruits of each 

particular pilgrimage be the evangelical and ignatian gift of the reconciliation, with one’s own victims 

that they had offended, forgotten or not served with sufficient Love, a reconciliation that hopefully 

becomes visible and effective in all of us and in our personal, social and environmental relations.   

Finally I express my gratitude to those who have collaborated and continue collaborating to carry 

forward the Ignatian Way as a new pilgrimage route in Spain. May God bless them, and equally all 

those pilgrims in this Jubilee Year, 2015-16. 

From Rome, the final earthly stage of the pilgrimage of Ignasi, fraternal greetings,  

 


